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SUMMARY
In order to g-ire the large-scale CharaCt~”8iiC8of a rari-”
eiy of airfoils in a jorm which mull be ojnurxinmn ralue,
both for airplane design and for the study of airfoil
characteridics, a collection hag been made of the reault8
of airfoil tegts made at jull-ecale rakes of the Reynoi&
Number in thecariablederw”ty m”nd tunnel ojtheNationaJ
Adrnsor-y ~ornmittee for Aermmwii.c8. They hare been
corrected for tunnel axrll interference and are presented
not only in the conreniionalforrn but aleo in aform which
facilitate the comparison of airfoifa and from which
corrections may be em”ly made to any aspect rati”o.
An example shouing the method of correcting the reeults
to a desired aspect ratio ha been g“renfor the convenience
of. deeignem. In addition, the data hare been analyzed
wn”tha view to finding the rart”ation of the aerodynamic
characteristic of ai~m”le un”ththti”r thickness and camber.
INTRODUCTION
The redts of Iarge+cale air-foiltests from the vari-
able density wind tunnel are to be preferred for most
practicaI purposes to those obtained at a comparatively
low scale horn atmospheric wind tunnek The results
of the large-scale tests not onIy approach more closely
those obtained under fulI-scaIe conditions, as shown by
comparison with &mht tests (Reference 13), but are
also more consistent among themselves. It is well
known, for example, that an airfoil may show difkrent
aerodpamic characteristics as a result of low-scale
tests in d.ifTerentwind tunnels. AS the scale is increased,
however, such discrepancies, resulting from differences
in the turbulence of the air streams, become smalIer,
certain aerodynamic peculiarities disappear, and the
relation of the aerodynamic characteristics to the pro-
fde shape becomes more consistent..
The large-scale aerodynamic characteristics of a
considerable variety of airfoils ha~e been a~adable
from tests made in the variabIe density wind tunnel
during the period between the completion of the trmneI
(April, 1923) and the destruction of its interior by
tire (August, 1927). These lmg+scale characteristics,
published in 10 dHerent reports, were not given in a
uniform manner and were uncorrected for tunneI-m.U
interference because the correction formuks had not
yet been verified. Experimental vmification of the
theoretical wind-tunneI waII interference correction
and a satisfactory method of correcting resuh from
tests of rectangular airfoiIs to in.bite aspect ratio
have since Ied to the adoption of a standard form for
the presentation of airfoiI characteristic-sat the LangIey
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
The object of this report is to collect alI of the pub-
lished large-scale results from tests on standard airfoil
models in the variable density wind tunnel and to
present them in a uniform manner so that the results
of different tests may be easily compared. The new
standard foqn has been used; that is, the airfoil
characteristics are reprwnted by two sets of curves.
Firstj the characteristics corrected for tunnel wall
effeot to aspect ratio 6 in free sir are pIotted against
the angIe of attack. Second, the characteristics corre-
sponding to a wing of infinite span are pIotted against
the Iift coefficient. In this way the value of the data
to the designer will be increased, because the airfoils
may be more easily compared and because the charac-
teristics of a gken airfoiI maybe readiIy found for any
d&red aspect ratio. Moreover, by adopting a stand-
ard form of presentation, these results will no-w be
conveniently awi!able for future use in ccnnparing
them with the redts from other wind tumeIs and
from tie new wwiable density wind tumnel.
TESTS
A description of the tunnel and the method of
making the tests is givm in Reference 1. The airfoil
models mere all 5 by 30 inches and were made of dura-
Iumin, with the exception of the C?YH, which was
made of pIaster of Paris. The tests given here were
made at a pressure of 20 atmospheres and a Reynolds
Number of 3,500,000, approximately. This value of
the ReynoIds Number represents the scaIewhich would
be obtained if a wing of 3.6-foot chord had been tested
at 100 m. p. h. in air of normal density. The test
conditions of the airfoils as given in References 2 to 11
were approximately the swne escept for the method
of support. In the tests of References 2 and 3, which
include the 31. A. C. A. 97, 98, and 99, and the AT.A.
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round wires extending vertically across the tunnel and
by a sting projecting to the rear, which was also used
to vary the angle of attack. The supports used in the
tests of References 6 to 11, inclusive, were streamline
struts extending from the balance pIatform to the lower
surface and a sting similar to the one used previously,
In the tests of Reference 5 the Gottingen 387 and the
U. S. A. 35-B were supported by round wires and the
U.S. A. 5, U. S. A. 27, U. S. A. 35-A, R. A. F. 15, and
Clark Y by struts, The M-6 and M–12 curves (figs.
18, 19, 30, and 31) show the small difference in the
results from the two methods of support. The Clark
Y tests (figs. 74 and 75), in which strut supports were
used, show the difference that may be produced by
polishing the surface.
Method of correcting data,—The formulas used in
correcting the data to infinite aspect ratio and for the
intluence of the tunnel walls are from the works of
Munk, Glauert, and Prandtl, which are given in the
N. A. C. A. reports, References 11 and 12. The nota-
tion and formulas used are as follows:
CL= absolute lift coefficient.
D= diameter of’ wind-tunnel throat.
b=span of airfoil.
S= area of airfoil.
a = angle of attack in free air.
CYT= angle of attack as measured in the tunnel.
af=induced angle of attack.
a~= angle of attack at which an airfoil of infinite span
would give the same lift coefficient as the air-
foil tested in the tuimel.
R= actual aspect ratio of airfoil.
R,= effective aspect ratio of the airfoil; the aspect
ratio of an airfoil which would give the same
characteristics in free sir as the airfoil tested
in the tunnd.
C~o= moment coefficient about a point one-quarter of
the chord behind the leading ledge.
CD= absolute drag coefficient for an airfoiI in free air.
Cno= profile drag coefficient.
CDT= absolute drag coefficient obtained from the tun-
neI tests.
CDt=induced drag coefficient.
T= a factor correcting the induced angle of attack to
allow for the- change from ~lliptical span
loading resuhing from the use of an airfoil of
rectangular phm form.
factor correcting the induced drag to allow for
the change from elliptical span Ioading result-
ing from the use of m airfoil of rectangular
pIan form.
a = increase in lift coefficient per demee for an air-
foil of aspect ratio R. - -
di?=
a.= ~ - increase in lift coetlicibnt per degree for
0
an airfoil of infinite span.
The formulas for: correcting the data from the closod
throat tunnel con&tions to free air are as follows:
cd
a=aT+2TDx57”3’
(Angles of attack are measured in degrees.)
cD=cD=+g.
Since the reduction to inftite aspect ratio was
made from the uncorrected tunnel data, tho effcctivo





~fa(l + r) x 57,3Q.~T.—
.
C.. = c., -%,(1 + CT).
RESULTS
The characteristics of ,the airfoils are presented by
means of two independent sets of curves. Tlm ML
is the conventional plot of C~, CD, LID tind C. P. -
against angle of attack, but difiem from most previous
plots in that the results have been corrected for tunnel
wall effects to aspect ratio 6. The secrmd set of
curves gives the deduced characteristics of an airfoil
of infinite span. The profile drag coefficient CD,,
the angIe of attack %, and the moment coefficient
about the quarter chord point CM,,are plotted against
the lift coefficient. This type of plot, which has been
used in England, has three important advantages over
the more familiar type. First, the characteristics mo
pIotted against the lift, coefficient as abscissa because
the lift coefficient is usually treated as the independent
variable. Second, the efficiency and pitching char-
acteristics of difTerentairfoiIs may bo compared vmy
much more readily by comparing profde drag and
moment coefficient curves rather than the. familiar
L/D and C. P. curvgs.’ This is particularity true if
the moment coefficient about a point orm-quarter of
the chord behind the leading edge is used, l)ccauso
its value for a given airfoil is approximately constant
over the working range. Third, in applying tho
results of airfoil tests, it is almost always ncmsmy
to correct them to another aspect ratio, and it is
more convenient to correct from an infinite thnn from
some finite aspect ratio.
Correction to finite aspect ratio,—For convenience,
the formuIas for use in reducing these data h any
aspect ratio will be summarized. If cngincoring
coefficients are desired, the data should first ho reduced
to the desired aspect ratio in terms of the absoIuta
coefficients by the use of the following formulas. Tho
slope, and the lift and drag coefficients for a given
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angle of attack should then be multiplied by 0.002558
to obtain the corresponding vaIues of the engineering
coefficients KF and K...






The Iift curve sIope when angle of attack is measured
in degrees is
where ac is the aIope for the wing of infinite span.
Assuming a mean value for aaof 0.0960 in the second




The value of ae for a wing of given thickness may be
found from Figore 95.
The drag coefficient is
The vrdues of r and r depend on the shape of the
span Ioading diagram of the airfoil. For an elliptical
wing without effective twist they are zero and for 8
rectangular * their values are given in Figure 1.
The moment coefficient at a given value of the lift
coefficient may be taken as the same for any aspeot
ratio. The center of preamre, measured in per cent
of chord from the Ieading e~~e, is gken by
where C~Ois the moment coefficient about a point
one-quarter of the chord behind the Ieading edge.
For most purposes the following approximations of the
above formula give sufhient accuracy. The center of
pressure measured as a fraction of the chord from the
quarter-chord point is
CM.
or when measmed from the leading edge in per cent of
ohord
0. P. =25 per cent – ~. 100 per cent.
The use of the foregoing forrmdas may be more
easily understood from the following exampIe. Sup-
pose it is desired to find the aerodynamic character-
istic of a rectangular Clark Y wing of aspeot ratio 8.
For a sampIe calculation a W coefficient of 0.9 w-illbe
assumed.
The a@e of attack for a given vahe of CLis
a=~+a{
a=q.+ 18.24%(1+ r]










The drag coefficient is
C.=c.e+q.t
C==c..+g(l+a).






of 8, u= 0.074.
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From Fgure 76, when C.=0.9, CD,= 0.0145 1 The center of pressure about the leading edge is
CD= 0.0145 + 0.0346 C. P, =0.25–~
CD= 0.0491 c. P.= 0.25+ 0.077s
C. P.= 32.S per cent of chord from the leading edge.
L 0.9D=m=18”3” T& will be the position of the center of pressuro foran angle of attack of 6.7°. The calculations for other
values of 0“ may be conveniently tabulated in tho
following form. If the engineering coefficients (A”rand
K.) are desired, the values of columns 1,5,0,7, and fl
The moment coefficient about the quarter chord
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DISCUSSION maximum thickness and maximum mean camber.
The maximum mean camber is the maximum dis-
placement of the mean camber Iine of the airfoil sec-
tion from the Lineconnecting the leading and trailing
edges. These plots, Figures 92 to 96, indicate certain
general trends, but in studying them it shotdd bo
remembered that the thickness and camber vary
togetherand that the camber ~es of the different
airfoils are of very different shapes; the M swim, for
instance, are reflexed near the trailing edge to givo
approximately a stationary center of pressure. The
trends may be summarized as follows:
1. The minimum profile drag increases as the maxi-
mum thickness and maximum mean camber aro
increased.
2. The maximum lift increases with thiclmassup to a
thickness of 12 per cent of the chord beyond which it
decreases.
3. The slope of the Iift curve decreases m the masi-
mum thickness is increased.
4, The ratio of maximum lift to minimum profile
~~ tads to d~rease as the mafimum t~licku~9 is
increased, the tendency becoming very marked when
the thickness is increased beyond 12 per cent.
In the analysis of the data a study was made of the
effect of profile shape upon the airfoil characteristics.
Such an analysis is difficult not only because the effects
of the large number of variables can not be separated,
but also because there is no uniform variation of shape
characteristic throughout the entire group of airfoils.
A program involving the testing of a large family of
airfoils in the new variable density w%d tunnel has
been formulated with a view to a more complete in-
vatigation of this subject. In spite of the limitations
of the data available, it was found profitable to study
the variation of aerodynamic characteristics with
camber and thickness.
Certain characteristics need not be analyzed, either
because they do not vary with thickness and camber,
or because their variation may be predicted with
reasonable accuracy by means of, Munk’s theory of
airfoils. (Reference 12.) Within the working range
below the burble region all of the airfoils, irrespective
of their thickmss and camber, exhibit an approxi-
mately constant value of the moment coefficient about
the quarter chord point and approximately the same
variation of the profile drag coefficient with the lift
coefficient. The value of the moment coefficient and
the angle of zero lift’ depend, as indicated by the
theory, on the shape of the mean camber line. There
remains to be analyzed, therefore, the ma.tium lift
coefficient, the minimum profle drag coefficient, and
the slope of the lift curve.
The effect of profle shape on these aerodynamic
characteristics was studied by plotting them against
LANGLEY NZZMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO-
NAUTICS,
LANGLET FIELD, T7A., October 21, 1929.
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